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Abstract As image resolution and image processing algorithms improve, errors due to optical aberrations
become increasingly significant. Typical approaches to minimizing this problem are to carefully calibrate
lenses, index match fluids, construct experimental setups using flat access ports and, where possible, to use
calibration targets placed directly in the flow utilizing lookup tables (LUTs) to digitally correct optical
distortions. Ideally, optical diagnostic systems would be auto-calibrating from the data itself thereby
eliminating errors due to calibration target inaccuracy and misalignment and errors due to aberrations whose
characteristics are poorly suited to LUT based correction. Furthermore, aberrations could be corrected in
setups where placement of optical targets is impractical or impossible and aberrations caused by flows that
dynamically alter the optical path could be minimized.
This paper presents a method of direct aberration auto-correction without the need for optical targets or a
priori knowledge of the optical distortion through a flow. By utilizing multiple perspectives of a diagnostic
volume, whether through a single lens using Active Wavefront Sampling (AWS), Rohaly, et. al. (2001), or
through the use of multiple cameras, both radial and tangential camera distortion can be minimized and
cameras can be auto-calibrated from the data itself.

1. Introduction
Camera calibration and aberration correction is well studied in machine vision but much of the
findings have yet to be utilized in fluid diagnostics. The reason has more to do with the
complexity of experimental setups in fluid diagnostics then with ignorance of this body of work.
The typical approach to camera calibration namely imaging known optical targets and correcting
distortions using lens models and the use of lookup tables (LUTs) is difficult at best and often
impossible in many fluid systems simply because of the necessity for sealed systems to contain the
flow. In addition, the flows themselves often exhibit variations in refraction index thus
contributing to optical distortions. Because of the difficulty in correcting aberrations this way, the
fluids community has too often ignored this source of error. However, as higher accuracy
measurement techniques are developed, camera resolution improved, and processing algorithms
refined, optical aberration is emerging as the dominant source of error. A typical lens used for
optical diagnostics, whether for laser induced fluorescent (LIF), general flow visualization, or
velocimetry, has displacement errors ranging from 10 to 100 pixels. While these errors are
localized and thus do not necessarily have a strong effect on the magnitude of measured tracer
displacement, they do strongly effect the perceived location and therefore, effect vector placement
and direction in velocimetry techniques and thus can lead to significant errors when analyzing flows.
Circular flow structures become elliptical, non-divergent flows become divergent, and irrotational
flow becomes rotational. The importance of correcting camera calibration and lens distortion
becomes even more important when considering 3D optical diagnostic techniques which rely on
triangulation to extract depth from one or more cameras. Errors resulting from camera calibration
and lens distortion, in these applications, strongly effect vector placement and direction and
generally result in severely distorted perspectives.
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The traditional way of calibrating cameras and correcting lens distortion is to image optical targets
and use the known real-world position and relative positions of target features to find the
parameters of a distortion model or to generate lookup tables (LUTs) which can be interpolated to
find the undistorted pixel placement from distorted images. The accuracy at which cameras can be
calibrated and distortion corrected is quite good using this approach but it is a very tedious and time
consuming process. Furthermore, few fluid systems lend themselves to this approach for the
simple reason that the volume of interest is generally within a sealed container and submerged.
The problem is further complicated by flows which have optical diffraction characteristics that vary
in time such as mixing and stratified flows. The desired solution would be a method of accurately
calibrating cameras and removing lens distortion in situ using only observed features that naturally
exist within an image. This paper presents such a method. By using multiple cameras (three or
more) or by using active wavefront sampling (AWS), lens distortion and camera calibration can be
accomplished without the need for a known optical target or known camera positions and
orientations.

2. Multi-Camera Calibration and Lens Correction
Shashua (1995) established from homography a set of nine trilinear equations (four of which are
independent) that can be used to uniquely define the mapping from three independent camera
perspectives to the three-dimensional world. Based on these equations, three cameras can be used
to establish the 3D position of features relative to one of the cameras without knowing a priori the
relative position and orientation of the cameras to each other or knowing a priori the relative
positions of imaged features. However, these equations are based on an ideal (pinhole) camera
model. In real-world systems, cameras exhibit significant distortion and the accuracy which
Shashua’s equations uniquely define a mapping from the digital world to the real one, breaks down.
However, these equations hold if distortion is removed. In the camera calibration and distortion
correction method presented here, which is based closely on that proposed by Stein (1997) while at
MIT, these equations are used as a way of estimating the ground truth from which camera distortion
is corrected.
2.1 Ground Truth
Let a point i be denoted in 3D projected space by Mi such that M i = ( X , Y , X , T ) . This point
projects onto the image plane of the j’th camera at point mij where m = ( x, y,1) . Using
homogeneous coordinates, the perspective projection can be written as ρij mij = Pj M i
where Pj is the 4x3 camera projection matrix for the j’th camera and ρij is a scale factor.
Four independent equations of the nine trilinear equations established by Shashua for the projection
of 3D points into any three camera perspectives can be written as;
T
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where x ' , y ' , and x '' , y '' are the image coordinates of the projection into the first and second
cameras, m is the imaged point in the third view and α ij is a column vector of three coefficients
such that there are total of 27 coefficients. In the absence of lens distortion, these coefficients can
be determined from seven separate points in space generating 28 independent equations.
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2.2 Lens Distortion Model

The standard model for lens distortion is a mapping from observed (distorted) image coordinates
( xd , yd ) to the undistorted coordinates ( xu , yu ) using the following equations,

xu = xd + xd' ( K1rd'2 + K 2 rd'4 + ...) + 2 K 3 xd yd + K 4 (rd'2 + 2 xd2 )

(2)
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where K1 and K2 are the first and second parameters of radial distortion and K3 and K4 are the first
and second parameters of tangential distortion and rd'2 = xd'2 + yd'2 = ( xd − cxr ) 2 + ( yd − c yr ) 2 where
(cxr , c yr ) is the center of radial distortion.
Note that radial distortion is the most significant form of distortion observed in high quality lenses
typical of those used in flow diagnostics. Tangential distortions are generally much smaller and
are usually the result of poor lens alignment during assembly.
2.3 Lens Correction Algorithm for Three Camera (Triplet) Systems

The algorithm for correcting lens distortion is based on the ability to identify a minimum of seven
point correspondences in the projected space in each of the cameras. It is assumed there exists
some residual error in determining these correspondences but that the same set of points are
correctly identified to some relatively small inaccuracy. With seven points and three cameras,
camera calibration parameters can be determined and radial distortion can be corrected to a scale
factor. With additional points, higher order terms including tangential distortion can be corrected.
The algorithm is based on finding the coefficients in the lens distortion model that minimizes the
projection error between the positions determined by the lens distortion model and the positions
identified by the 3D projection equations. With a minimal number of correspondence points, this
procedure suffers from local minima requiring the use of advanced optimization techniques to
insure that the true minimum error is determined. Larger numbers of correspondence points
significantly reduce this effect. Once the coefficients of the lens distortion model are determined,
the lens distortion equation can be used to correct the distortion of the entire imaged region from
the perspective of the “third” camera identified by the 3D projection equations.
The step-by-step algorithm is relatively straightforward:
1) Identify a minimum of seven correspondence points that exists in each of the imaged
regions of the three cameras.
2) Assume no lens distortion and set all lens distortion coefficients and (cxr , c yr ) to zero.
3) Using the lens distortion model, Eq. 2, calculate the undistorted correspondence point
locations in the “third” camera perspective ( xu , yu ) .
4) Compute the trilinear tensor and use the tensor to computer the reprojection error for each of
the correspondence points, Eq. 3.

5) Adjust the distortion parameters to reduce the reprojection error (based on optimization
algorithm).
6) Continue to iterate from step (3) until convergence.
2.4 Lens Correction Algorithm for Four or More Camera Systems

More than three cameras can be used to improve robustness and accuracy. When four or more
cameras are used, the cameras are treated as multiple sets of three. For example, when four
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cameras are used, three sets of three cameras are generated from the four camera perspectives.
One of the cameras is selected as the base camera for which the corrected perspective is determined.
This camera is included in each set of three cameras as the “third” camera. The lens distortion
parameters and projection tensor are then determined for this camera from each set of three cameras
as described in the preceding section. The entire set is then iterated on until the relative error
between the distortion parameters generated by each set converges. After each iteration, the
projection tensor and the lens distortion parameters for each camera set are adjusted to reflect the
mean image perspective, ( xu , yu ) . Assuming that the correspondence points are correctly
identified in each perspective, the addition of a single camera substantially increases the redundant
information available to find the lens distortion parameters and, thus, robustness and accuracy are
greatly improved.

3. AWS Approach to Distortion Correction
Active Wavefront Sampling (AWS) is a method of imaging in 3D from a single lens based on
imaging the wavefront of a lens in time, Rohaly, et. al. (2001). In its simplest form, AWS is little more
than an off-axis aperture placed in an optical path that rotates such that images are recorded from different
sections along a circular path of a lens. Despite a relatively small baseline, very high accuracy can be
achieved relative to stereo based 3D because alignment error is virtually eliminated and multiple
perspectives provide significant processing redundancy, Fig. 1. Moving objects can be imaged in 3D using
AWS as long as its motion is steady (either velocity or acceleration) relative to the framing rate of the
camera. AWS works on most any optical system that a digital camera can be used. It is simple and robust
and eliminates the need for multiple cameras to acquire 3D. Thus, AWS lends itself well to applications
such as microPIV but it has also found application in medical imaging, computer animation, and machine
vision. Furthermore, as an addition to existing stereo systems, AWS can be used in unsteady flow
applications to improve accuracy and processing robustness and to minimize calibration and distortion
errors.

Fig. 1. MIT’s Active Wavefront Sampling (AWS) 3D imaging system. A CMOS Q-Imaging USB camera with
Nikon 35mm lens is shown here with the addition of an AWS module. Images are processed and 3D models
generated and displayed at video rates.
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The fundamental equation for an ideal (pinhole) lens relating AWS imaging to 3D camera
projection is:
⎛ 1
d
1 ⎞
⎟⎟
(3)
= Z CCD × ⎜⎜
−
D
⎝ Z t Z fp ⎠
where
plane,
plane,
plane,

D is the diameter of the circular path traveled by the sampling aperture on the aperture
d is the diameter of the circular path traveled by the target feature image on the image
Z CCD is the distance between the rear principal plane of the optical train and the image
Z fp is the distance from the in-focus plane to the front principal plane, and finally Z t is the

distance from the target to the front principal plane. True lenses deviate from this equation due to
distortion, Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Interrogation area image paths, for an experiment where AWS aperture sampled 24 evenly
spaced positions on a sampling circle. On the left is the path of an interrogation area located near the
center of the image where there is little distortion. On the right is the path of an interrogation area
located far from the axis where significant distortion occurs. All dimensions are in pixels.

An ideal lens emits from its exit pupil a spherical wave whose center of curvature coincides with
the origin of the imaging plane (in our case the camera’s CCD plane). The equation of this ideal
wavefront is
2
x 2 + y 2 + [W ( x, y ) − Z CCD ] = Z CCD
(4)
where ( x , y ) are the coordinates of the exit pupil of the lens and Z CCD is the distance between the
exit pupil of the lens and the CCD plane, Born and Wolf (1999). Assuming that W ( x , y ) is small
so that ∆W ( x , y ) 2 can be neglected, Eq. 4 can be reduced to
W ( x, y ) =

x2 + y 2
2 Z CCD

(5)

In contrast, a true lens will have a distorted wavefront with an optical path difference relative to the
ideal wavefront defined by a function ∆W ( x , y) .
Assuming that the optical path difference ∆W ( x , y) is small, the ray angles with the optical axis is
small, and that the angle α between the ideal and distorted ray is also small, it can be shown that
∂
α = − ∆W ( x , y )
∂x
(6)
The x coordinate distance of the distorted ray’s intersection with the CCD plane to the ideal ray’s
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intersection with the CCD plane is then
ε x = Z CCDα = − Z CCD

∂
∆W ( x , y )
∂x

(7)
Similarly, the y coordinate distance of the distorted ray’s intersection with the CCD plane to the
ideal ray’s intersection with the CCD plane is
∂
ε y = − Z CCD ∆W ( x , y )
∂y

(8)

Fig. 3. Schematic of ideal and distorted wavefronts for an on-axis target feature.

Multiple aperture positions of the AWS system is essentially the same as imaging with multiple
cameras aimed at the same focal point in space. However, unlike typical multi-camera imaging
systems, the relative position between these virtual cameras is precisely known. Thus, the 3D
prospective tensor in Eq. 1 is precisely known and it becomes only a matter of correcting distortion
by determining the deviation of the wavefront, ∆W ( x , y) , from the ideal wavefront. This greatly
simplifies distortion correction and allows higher order models to be used to correct lens distortion
than would otherwise be possible or, conversely, it allows fewer correspondence points to
effectively correct lens distortion.
Figure 4 illustrates both the importance of lens distortion correction and its effectiveness. Shown
is the imaged path of a single feature taken by a rotating off-axis aperture in an AWS system. This
feature is imaged at the same relative ( x, y ) position in every trace but at varying distances
(depths) from the camera. If no lens distortion were present, the path would be circular at all
depths. The lens, however, exhibits a moderate level of distortion and the path takes on an
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elliptical path close to the camera and develops a very convoluted path as it approaches the focal
position of the camera further away. This is typical of distortions that occur in even the best
lenses. Near the focal plane, higher order aberrations such as coma become apparent. Further
away from the focal plane, radial distortions are more prominent as the diameter of the circular path
created by AWS imaging increases. The level to which this error can be corrected using higherorder aberration models is striking. The solid lines in Figure 4 are the predicted paths of this
correspondent point feature. Very little distortion is unaccounted for by the model.

Fig. 4. Actual and model predicted paths of a single correspondence feature. The small circles
represent actual image positions of the imaged feature at varying distances (depths) from the AWS
camera focal position. The solid lines represent the calibration model’s re-projected path.

Figure 5 shows the effect distortion has on AWS 3D projection and the level to which it can be
corrected. Here, a flat 10cm x 10cm plane is imaged with an AWS camera from a meter away
using a Nikon 50mm lens and reconstructed in 3D with and without lens distortion correction.
Without lens distortion correction, the out of plane error is over 10% of the field of view. With
lens distortion correction, the out of plane error falls to less than 2% of the field of view with most
of the error presenting itself as a tilting of the image plane relative to the target and not as radial or
tangential distortions.
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Fig. 5. 3D surface models of a flat plate, both uncalibrated (above) and calibrated (below). The
uncalibrated model’s deviation from flatness is 1000 pixels (12 mm), while the calibrated model’s
deviation is approximately 15 pixels (0.18 mm). All dimensions are labeled in pixels, and the
calibrated model’s z dimension range is actually smaller, magnifying any deviation from flatness as
compared to the uncalibrated model.

5. Summary and Conclusions
Lens distortion is a significant source of error in all optical diagnostic measurements. The level of
error from distortion typically exceeds errors due to image processing.

Unfortunately, lens

distortion error is often unaccounted for and, because it shows up as a relatively smooth deviation
from the mean, it is generally unnoticed and leads to errors in measured flow divergence, vorticity,
and out of plane velocity. Presented is a method of auto-correcting lens distortion without an
optical target using the perspectives of three or more cameras or the perspectives from a single
camera using Active Wavefront Sampling (AWS). This correction method is based on using the
trilinear 3D projection tensor to find the position of correspondence features relative to one of the
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camera perspectives, compare this to the position determined by a lens distortion model and then to
iterate until the error between the distortion model and the projection model are minimized. In this
manner, much of the distortion can be removed and the parameters for accurate 3D projection can
be determined providing a means of imaging in 3D without prior knowledge of relative camera
position or orientation or correspondence point feature location. Thus, multiple camera systems or
AWS systems can be calibrated and corrected from the data itself without the need for a separate
calibration proceedure.
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